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Complaints and grievances about casual mall leasing and particularly about its pricing are 
common. 

In my cxpdence, the most frequently ocmm'w complaints and grievances concern 
existing retail shop lessees and what they often saw as their right of prdknmce to have 
one or more trestles outside of their existing shop to move old stock (often seasanal 
items) at discounted 'move 'em out' "Sale Sale Sale" prices. 

Over the yeam, numerous independent retailem (and incfemindy hchised retail 
businesses as well) have come to rely on these sales to fund purchases of new stock AND 
instead of these trestles being directly outside their shops, the trestles bave k n  moyed 
our into the middle of these former customer foot-trafPic comdon. That is, away from 
being placed just outside h i r  shops and in days now gone by, hard-up agains~ the $ant 
plate-glass window of the tenancy . 

These days, it is not at all uncommon for these trestles to bave dedicated staEand a 
separate till and to have to compete with a very wide range of other trestle-top retailers 
who do not have a shop within the shopping centre either! 

What has oftea seen complaints turn into grievances is that shopping centre Iesrsors md 
their agents have massively ramped-up the cost of what began as a .trestle or two au~side 
the retailers' shops. That is, what was once a reasonably cost effective way of shifiing old 
stock is now a significant earner for lessors and yet another significant cast an8 expew 
for retailers. 

When retailers who do not a shop in the shopping centre are allowed in, the e;kevmces 
am and often do turn into disputes for three main reasons. 

The fmt main reason i s  because these non full-time tenants simply do &have the m e  
leasing, staffing and year-round inventory overheads as the existing tenants. 

Someone moving remainder boob h r n  a series of tables or benches doesn't have the 
almighty expense of a shop fit-out (and these fit-outs are very expensive let me tell you - 
thrnk in the region of a $1,000 per square metre as an average d e  of thumb or 
benchmark), for example. 

The second main reason is becawe a very significant part of  existing temts' leasing 
occupancy costs listed as their pmportion of the variable outgoings of running the centre 
as a whole, including the corridors, centre stage area, car parks, gardening, security, etc, 
etc, etc - the list of costs md expenses is very long.. 
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Existing tenants, therefore, argue that they are already paying for the area tbeir shop 
occupies a d  for a proportion o f  the centre's expenses as a whole such that if h e y  do not 
get preference with casual mall leasing, the lessor is getting outsiders in for 'pure profit' 
as the perception is that the costs and expenses of running the centre as a whole am 
al- being met by the pre-existing tenants. 

And the third main reason is essentially a re-statement of an often over-looked fact, viz: 
The leasing of retail real estate is one of the oniy arena3 of real estate where dl costs are 
recovered. That is, it is ~QJ at all like negatively gearing a residential investment property. 

With a shopping centre, therefon, once what are termed tile outgoing expenses me pdd 
by the r ~ i l  shop tenants, the actual rent can then be viewed as Profit h a t  can be applied 
to the lessor's original purchase of the property and inclusive of any and/or all of t!eir 
holding, financing, redevelopment costs as well. 

If one then allows non fdl-time shopping centre-based retailers in a d  they are charged a 
rental on top of what has already been recovered t h u g h  the existing shop tenant rentals 
and outgoings, thsrt is a Profit on top of an already very significant Profit - a sooper 
dwper PROFTT in other words. 

An example should bath highlight and illuminate the above. 

How would you feel vyour employer charged you for nN cdeteria meals ~ 9 v ~ i ~ ~ b k t ?  
during your working hours at your workplace but YOU did not eat every one ofyo-w meals 
within y o ~ ~ r  working hours at your employer's cafeleria? 

The chances ape that you wouldn't be very impressed and that you would actually get at 
least, annoyed by such conduct. 

And how db you then think you would feel fyour employer then announcedthar non 
employees would also be allowed to eat at rhe cafeteria and !had while they will pay more 
than you used to @resumab€y under prore.ft), you will henceforth also be charged P ~ U P  

same increased rare for meals at your emplayer S c4eteriu? 

The chances are that you would not be very happy at all. Indeed, the complaint that 
would have k e n  likely in the first s c d o  is much more likely to become a grievance 
in the second scenario which is exactly what tends to happen in shopping centres with 
casual mall lasing matters. 

And especially to the now many centres who have discovered that they can turnove:: 
much more money and significantly more profits by squeezing more money out of 
existing tenants with increased casual mall leasing and then opening-up another 
additional ssurce of monies and profits h m  non full-time shopping centre-based 
retailers via already paid-for casual space in shopping centre mall wem as well. 
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RARBa][&WS TO ENTRY AND EXPANSION IN THIS M m T  

To me, the barriers to entry nnd expansion issue are not only significant but are also 
something of a potential Harvard Business School Case Study (111 Waiting) and especially 
on the practice of dividir~g and then conquering thc resillcant parts. 

And even more specificalIy, when it  comes to the pricing and ramping-up of the 
commodity in question, casual mall space in retail shopping centers wirbin Australia. 

m/hy do I $0-v this? 

Because pre-Qle great retail Divide & Conquer, both full-time shopping centre-based 
retailers (that is, predominantly, existing tenanrs on 5 year leases) AND non full-time 
shopping centre-based retailers know that retail shops are very costly and very, very 
expensive to fit-out; to staff year round; to take punts on what stock is most likely to 
move at what premiums and at what times of the year - all year round. 

In short, therefore. these high costs and expenses EITHER ure the barriem to entry (ibr 
non full-time shopping centre retailers in pmicular) OK. else, these high costs heconti! the 
bartier to entry (for both non full-time and the full-time retailers so to speak). 

To be super specific and on the one hand, the non fi~ll-time shopping centre-based 
retailers are willing to pay more for space in the expectation that they will not be in the 
centre for anywhere near [he whole y e a  let alone have all of the additional costs and 
expenses of the existing tenants - most of whom it is mie, are on 5 year lease. 

As a result, the vast majority of independent shopping centre-based retaiIers invariably 
have to charge higher margins and in rum, higher prices for the goods they sell than the 
non kI1-time shopping centre-based retailers (who are discounters not in ibr long haul i f  
you like). 

This ups the financial pressure on the shopping centre-based retailers who have always 
known that they have very pressing needs to discount their non fdst moving goods in 
order to quit stock quickly and pay for the bank laans on their fit-out; on their stal'f; and, 
on course, on their very expensive 5 year lease. 

Except and now on the other hand, increasingly these shopping centre-based retailers also 
have to conrend with paying more for the casual space because now that have to bid more 
for what used to be an entitlement of lease-holders with a greater range ofopportunistic 
non full-time retailers who don't want and/or can't afford a shop on a regular 5 year 
lease! ! 

* Page 4 
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A series of examples should illustrate how the financial pressure on the largest contingent 
of shopping centers tenants (that is, the independent retailers) is always continuously 
ramped-up. And there are plenty o f  examples. 

Bwk shops who sell second hand books in large regional OT sub-regional shopping 
centers are almost extinct now, for example. 

Another series of examples concern when branded womens' fashion outlets ate pitted-up 
against a discounter of fashion seconds too often, those branded stores are very likely to 
feel an impact on their bottom lines in the short and medium terms such that in the long 
term, those branded shops may not be able to stay out of the low margin, discounting trap 
thempelves. 

And there are heaps of other examples too -think of gawdylkitchy lamps and bulky 
homeware-type goods which if in a shop, take-up heaps of space and tend not to sell 
quickly unless heavily promoted, very easily viewable and/or seen to represent ~ a l  vnlue. 
Then think of low-end jewelry which while not bulky has to be sold in vast quantities if it 
is sold via a retail shop. 

To me, the Applicants' claim in section 2.2 that casual ma11 leasing "provides a low cost 
nursery for retailers and potential retailers" is disingenuous and I say this simply because, 
in my now long experience, very, very few of the non shopbased leasem of casual mall 
space 'graduate' to then leasing their own shop in a shopping centre! 

There is, however, low order, anecdotal evidence of certain weekend market &dl 
operators who look at casual matl leasing on the week days in say their local 
neighbowhood shopping centre (essentially, these are much smaller shopping centers 
than the mega "regional" centers) but it is uni-directional and both certainly and most 
definitely does not result in say, that cheap and cheerful T shirt vendor taking out 
a 5 year lease at that same neighburhood shopping carre every time! 

The flow is one way and even then it is highly limited in that one way because the 
independent retailers having their shops in a shopping centre just cannot afford the time 
to double-up and also have a separate off-site market stall as well a5 their expensive-to- 
lease shop in a shopping centre at eff'ectively any of the same times. 

Given the above, the barriers to expansion are therefore very effective and one would 
think also self-limiting for both groups of retailers. That is, for the shopping centre-bmed 
tcnants, the chances of an independent retsiler expanding outside of the shopping centre 
they are currently in to say a weekend market is almost completely unheard of and for a 
whole previously-outlined range of costs and time factors. 

The chances of expansion for say a swl holder in a weekend market to t a b u p  casual 
mall space for the week days in their local neighbourhood shopping centre, hawever, is 
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there but this chmce very, very rarely translates into that person taking out a lease for a 
fill-tine shop as well as them continuing to run their weekend market stall and the week 
day casual mall space. 

Also given the above, T am both opposed and firmly in opposition to the Applicants' 
submission that the proposed Code "will have a negligible eff'ect". 

First-out, I note that the Applicants' Submission only lists a single bullet point regarding 
why they will casual mall licensing is "beneficial to the public". 

That single bullet point decrees that casual mall licensing "creates healthy comptition in 
the retail industxy which in turn, provides c h e a p  prices and a wider variety of goods rend 
services to consumers". 

My initial objection is that the use of the word "healthy" is not only a value judgement 
and therefore, subjective at best but it is also very likely, one-eyed and skewed as well. 

It would in other words, be my contention instead that the competition referred to is most 
obviousiy financially unhealthy for the existing tenants who in years gone by did not 
have to pay extra for a trestle outside their stop and who now have to pay massively 
increased casual mall leasing rates. And Blind Freddy and any half decent survey-taker 
would confirm that I would expect that in record short time too! 

Indeed, the Applicant's own Submission codrms as much in its fourth bullet point under 
the Issues section which follows section 2.2, though I say that the use of the word 
"generally" i s  quite simply, an untruth. 

T say that because prefacing its Issues section by saying that "Casual mall licensing has 
occasionally been criticized by some commentators who argue.. .It can permit unfair m d  
unreasonable competition. to existing permanent stores which generally have higher set- 
up and operational costs" is not, by my means or stretch, an accurate portrayal at all. 

And I also say that because without necessarily alluding to any misconstrued notion of 
so-called sunk costs, casual mall licensing does, in my opinion, make for both unfair and 
unreasonable discrimination against and competition to existing permanent stores wliich 
INVARIABLY and ALWAYS have higher set-up and operational costs! 

The key benejits are therefore definitely nut for the bene$t ofexisting shop lessees 
anymore but much, much more directly to tize shopping cenrre owners wko use castmi 
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mall leasing, mainly to prevent market shmr lea* to local markets and especially, ro 
generate addigioml PROF". 

The "Public", in short, has been the very last thing - almost a complete &rthought if 
you will - on the Lessors' minds (and their account books too) with casual mall leasing 
such that it will be contended that the extent to which public benefits submitted will flow 
from the proposed conduct is simply as represented in the Applicants' submission and 
especially NOT in its current form. 

Moreover, beyond being fundamentally misrepresented in my view, the specific 
contention is that only the Scottish verdict can be applied regarding the extent to which 
public benefits submitted will flow h r n  the proposed conduct. That is, a verdict that 
maintains that the conduct is NOT PROVEN. 

THE DE'IRIMENT L I K E L Y Y ~ L Q W  FROM THE PPWOB8$&P 
QQMDVCT 

The biggest single detriment is that the proposed Code is after the damage has largely 
already been done and being voluntary, v o l u n ~ ~  codes have time and time again proven 
themselves to be almost completely and utterly useless 'Warm & Fuzzy, Feel God,  
After the Fact and After the Real Deal has already Gone Down' type of exercises. 

'The statement that in effect 'the damage has largely already been done' is one thaP will 
now be M e r  detailed. 

Now, my assessment should reveal that every one of Australia's largest retail lessors 
converted large amounts o f  the walkways in their shopping centre firstly to housing the 
trestles that formerly used to right up against the trestle operator's own retail shops; that 
many of these centre-aisle trestles then became kiosks; and that this all happened ages 
ago now. 

These aspects might not sound significant in or of themselves but for the fact, that these 
walkway kiosks.. . 

a) definitely impeded what the submission lists as the sightlines to retail 
shops on either side of them - see section 5 headed "Sightlines to 
shopfroat" in the Draft Code of Practice; 

b) these kiosks tend not to be rn by pre-existing retailers on either side of 
these kiosks in that stme shopping centre beforehand (unless, of come, 
there was a dispute followed by an imari~bly confidential, under-the-table 
offer of settlement involving the said kiosk that is); and 
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c) these kiosks often transgressed other retail tenancies' permitted w m  or 
p u p s  of tenants in those large shopping centers. 

Thus, food kiosks could then pay a premium yet not be in a large shopping centre's Fwd 
Hall (sometimes refemd to as the Food Precinct). And ditto for casualties and carnage of 
unfortunate - all care h t  no ~sponsibility type of - group placements in the much 
vaunted but since recognized to have k e n  disasterous Jewelry Precinct experiments too. 

In other examples that I am aware of, a predominantly young peoples' juice bar which 
played loud music was erected just outside two very conservative men's suit stores with 
significantly deleterious effects on the customer numbers and sales turnover of the two 
separate menswear stores in two large shopping centers in metropolitan Perth, Westm 
Australia. 

And if such REAL LIFE examples are not sufficient to convince you of what large 
amounts o f  damage and commercial carnage have already occurred, then pause and 
consider what would or w b t  will bring you around to really opening your eyes and see 
what has been going on for years and years now.. . 

Would the incidence and kquency of situations where and when there is so blatantly and 
obviously such a disproportionate and uneven balance of negotiating power between a 
Lessor and all of their representatives (think centre and pmpwty management personnel; 
lawyers; asset managers, influence of large institutional investors; etc, etc) over the many 
'burned and churned' bodies af independent retailers continuing to be so easily 
observable and remaining such a key characteristic of the Australian retail property 
market convince you'? 

Or, maybe it's significantly increased small business bankruptcies and even in the good 
times and in the so-called Boom states too? 

As for most likely detriments, it depends on whether one is an economic rationalist 
idealogue; on the size of the shopping centre one focuses on; and on the time-frame 
one adopts as  well. 

If  anyone dared to suggest that the numerical majority of retail shop tenants are going to 
stand for being ripped-off blind forever, then I would have to disagree most vehemently 
with that p m n .  

If anyone were to suggest that the numerical majority of retail shop tenants on historically 
very, very high leasing occupancy costs in WA as a single example could survive beyond 
the medium tern if say the current mining and resome boom in WA was to either not to 
continue or be the subject of a down turn, then I would have to say that that person is 
dreaming. 
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Additional considerations again concern the known f i t  that the most significant rnarket- 
share prey (so to speak) of the largest shopping centers in Australia has long been 
Auqtmlia's neighburhood and suburban shopping centres. 

More specifically, it has been repeatedly established that the larger centres not only target 
but also take market share eom the smaller centers and that the prnotional marketing 
budgets of the larger centres far and away outweigh those of  the smaller centres (if, in 
doubt about any of these repeated findings, please consult the Property Council) 

The above-outlined observations brings me, in hun, to consider those listed as being 
Parties to the proposed arrangement and those listed as king "business carried on by 
parties and other p m n s  on whose behalf this application is made". 

These sections will be followed by a review of those whom Applicants have nominated 
as being in charge of operation this Voluntary Code which the Applicants themselves 
note in section 8 on page 6 of their submission that "The Code h a vo8antary code of 
practice since neither the SCCA nor the ARA has the power to onforce complhs~nce 
among ib memlbessw. 

For the record, the emphasis given to the above quote is no accident and nor is both the 
irony and contradiction of the ACCC charging some $7,500 to assess an applicatio~~ for 
authorization of something which the very organizational drafters of the Application 
acknowledge have no power to enforce among its members. 

The entity listed is the Australian Retailers Association in Sydney and the notation that 
this entity is an "industry association representing the interests of the retail industry in. 
Australia". 

My comment here is that the notation that is a very big call md that I will certainly take- 
up that particular call with the head of the ARA in due course and particularly given the 
past roles of the so-called Big End of Town within the ABA and particularly in b t h  
NSW and Victoria 

Moreover, I will be looking to clmfj exactly what representative roles the ARA has 

a) in the remainder of the Australian states and specifically in light of the 
Submission's own statements that the National Retail Association represents 
retailers in Australia and particularly in Queensland.(that is, as stated on pege 6 of 
the Submission); 

b) that the Submission will not have any currency in South Australia (because in §A 
the matter is governed by legislation which, therefore, ovenides any Voluntary 
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Code - let alone one for which both the ARA and the SCCA acknowledge that 
neither body has the power to ); 

c )  that a clearly much more rep~sentative national grouping of retail lessees will be 
meeting in Sydney in July of 2007 to discuss national retail leasing legisl~tion - a 
fact not made in the submission but now supplied to the ACCC anyway; and 

d) given the assertions made and my observations about same regarding the Retail 
Traders Association of Western Awtmlia later in this document. 

&nrrddstg Ubrcslnsss crrnSed 081 bv mrtie~ and other Demons on whose behqbfthh 
g?oBdcdma f$ ~ P Q * -  IPJM b, as wr  $ccQ?o)s 3 #k 

First, there is the Shopping Cenm Council of Australia which even a cursory 
examination by even the most minimally competent analyst will confirm, repTeSexm 
primarily the largest of the Shopping Centre Lessors. That is, the smallest 
nurnber/minority of the most powerfkl shopping centre owners in Australia 

Moreover, when I say the "smallest nurnk/minority of most powerful shopping centre 
owners in Australia", I mean to suggest that even the next of the proponents of  this 
voluntary code in the Property Council will (or at least, should if there are being honest) 
confirm that the primary Proponent does _oat of itself represent the majority of the 
industry's lessors which numerically speaking lies firmly with the Lessors of what are 
known as the neighbourhoud ahd suburban shopping centers of Australia. 

Second is the Retail Traders Association of WA (RTA of WA) which +r? even a 
cursory examination by even the most rninimdly competent analyst will confirm, is a 
fully owned subsidiary o f  the C'hamber of Commerce & Industry which in tum, is 
affiliated to the Australian C h a m k  of  Commerce & Industry or ACCI. 

More ~pecifically again, the RTA of WA is a body which, beyond being supported so 
obviously by the Big End of Town (and by Woolworths & Coles-Myer in particular), has 
repeatedly and so spectacularly misjudged the majority of the Western Awtmlian public 
on this issue of retail trading h o w  for many, many yem now. Moreover, that tke head of 
the RTA of WA recently announced his retirement and that no public announcement far 
his replacement has been made to date. 

Three main points will be made here. 

The first point is to draw the reader's attention to the Applicants' own Submission which 
acknowledges compliance with the Code is voluntary and cannot be guaranteed by the 
Applicants' own members - see section 8 on page 6 of the Applicants' own Submission. 
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The mxoad point is to make it clear that the legislated law or L - A -  over-rides privately 
contracted expressions of that law and including any agreements made between 
organizations in the f m  of voluntary codes o f  behaviour, 

If a lessee does not get satisfaction from the Lessor's nomhatd point of contact in m 
allegation of unfair, timeawnable khaviour and/or false, misleading, deceptive or 
unconscionable conduct with a casual mall leasing matter and/or the matter is not agreed 
as being lresolved in an appropriately constituted Mediation, that the Lessor and the 
Lessor's nominated representative can dways be Iisted as a Defmdmt and/or joined to 
a legal action by the Plaintiff lessee. 

The third point concerns the operations of the proposed Code Administration Committee 
which hnkly 1 believe to be unwieldy andlor unworkable for afirrther three reasons. 

Theflmf o f  these reasons is if the proposed Committee's members do not agree that they 
will be '%ithout remuneration, excspt for expenses" and especially if it not agreed that 
these expews may include expenses involving indemnifj4ng insurance andtor legal costs 
going forward. 

The second of these reasons concerns whether the Lessor's nominated representative 
within the shopping centre (and dollars to donuts and Landon to a brick that nominated 
person will be the Centre Manager of the shopping centre at issue) bas not agreed their 
expenses could include expenses involving insurance andlor legal costs going f o m d .  

The t!tird of these reasons is how often the proposed Cornmittce intends to meet and if 
not meeting electronically, whether or not the travel, accommodation and meal expenses 
of the proposed Committee's representatives are going to be reimbursed and if so, by 
whom. 

My fust observations concern an existing retail shop's most likely first readions to this 
voluntary code by the vast majority of existing tenants which beyond non interest, 
exasperation and/or non comprehension, I believe are likely to involve feelings of "oh, 
why did they even bother" followed by exclamations of either "too little, too late" or 
worse, "tea late, she cried". 

As to why I believe that feelings of "oh, why did they even bother" are going to be 
involved, there dms not seem to be an acknowledgement in this submission that most of 
the damqe has d m d y  been done! 
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I f  non anchor tenants were to be retrospectively surveyed before intefnal traffic walkways 
became littered with trestles and later, blocked by kiosks which if nothing else had to 
have massive Occupational Health 8L Safety implicalions, I believe that this Code - if and 
only if mandated by legislation as in thc case of Soutb Australia - would have bem very, 
very well received. 

Unfortunately, now those aggrieved by the placement o f  a seemingly pmnanent battery 
of 'stalIius or kioskites' whose business may or may not be competitive and/or 
obstructive to the sitting tenants' businesses are in my view, unlikely to be highly 
impressed by this Code or its oqgani7~tionol drafters. 

I predict that if this Code is authorized by the ACCC and then both rolled-out and 
publicized by the Applicants around Australia, there will be a series of what I will term 
'early enquiries' by tenants and what are termed in the proposed Code a3 internal and 
external competitors. 

If the Lessors' qresentatives then do not promptly and sufticiently acknowledge that 
errors have been made in the past when it c m  to the direction that Casual Mall Leasing 
has taken in Australia for most of the time, I predict that there will also be a number of 
reactions which will include applications by former and existing tenants to tribunals 
m u n d  Australia AND in some cases, legal actions. 

Moreover, while readas of my paper are likely to wonder about whether and how 
Lesson' representatives are going to try and say " S o w  andlor "Mea culpa" for what 
was done by their predecessors without the Lessor's representatives actually saying or 
making any admission of either of those two things, there is actually some very serious 
aspects about what lies olt the heart of these observations and predictions. 

Apart h m  the above-outlined aspects having elements of "too little, too late" and '?too 
late, she cried" about them, there is actually something that is quite sad about the number 
of existing t e m t s  who remember when they were allowed to have a trestle or two 
outside of their shop and who were s t h e n  also charged an arm and a leg for doing so. 

There is additionally something sadder still about the now much, much increased number 
o f  existing tenants who have unresolved issws, complaints and/or grievances abut wht  
greets them and their customers outside the shop that they have fitted-out, &ed and 
stocked at such enormous cost and expense AND who now also consequently refus& to 
pay andlor consider that they now cannot afford the rates being sought by their Lessor to 
lease c a d  mall space either 

a) outside their own shop; ox 

b) within the very shopging centre of which they form part. 








